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Alumni Meet for Bangalore GBS Alumni Chapter.
On 17th June-2012
Place: Hotel Cordial Anandrao Circle, Bangalore.

Time 10 to 12.30 pm

GBS having started its journey in 2007 has 3 batches of 180 students already in the corporate and the next
batch of 120 students are about to join the alumni in short time.
Having the Alumni base of 300 students it was time GBS starts looking at alumni networking in
decentralise way following the yearly Alumni
meet “Reminiscence” since 2011.
The idea was mooted to have the Bangalore
Chapter for the GBS Alumni as there are close to
100 alumni in Bangalore now and the number is
going to swell with every passing batch. In the
Alumni meet “Reminiscence-2012 held on 13-052012 at GBS it was decided to have the first meet
at Bangalore on 17-06-2012. Accordingly the
Alumni took the lead and the meeting was held on
17-06-2012 at Hotel Cordial, Anandrao circle Bangalore under the Chairmanship of Director Dr
Ramakant Kulkarni and Faculty coordinator Ashwini Mulkipatil, 19 Alumni students belonging to second
batch (2008-10) attended the meet due the efforts of Shweta Patil and well supported by all the alumni at
Bangalore.
During the meet it was discussed and few points were resolved as under...
1 The Bangalore Chapter is named as
“Aapsme” meaning among “ourselves”.
(Other names came up were BCG and 2nd
innings).
2 The Aapsme will meet every second
Sunday of the month at a place to be
decided by the students and communicated.
3 Aapsme will meet from 10am to 12noon.
4 Shweta Patil and Chetan Kulkarni will
take care of Aapsme as first office bearers
for next 6 month.
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5 Monika Gunalan will take care of social media networking for Alumni by
opening face book for Aapsme to be joined by GBS alumni on invitation and the access is available only
to GBS family.
6. GBS Director with one/two faculty will be a part of first 6 Aapsme meetings at Bangalore to put it on
proper functioning.
7. In order to facilitate the immediate assistance to 1st year students for their SIP needs, the Alumni
present in the meeting made a list showing the company and the sector they are associated so that some
interested students can be directed suitably.
8. On the broad objectives of Aapsme the few points came up as under.
a. To assist GBS students in SIP/MCP
b. To facilitate placement with leads in their company and or contacts.
c. To come and share their experience with the students at GBS for the benefit of students. At
least one alumni student to visit GBS in a month to start with.
d. To get their superiors to GBS as industry experts for experience share/guest lecture/judge for
some event/examiner etc.
e. To explore video conferencing method for interaction with GBS students.
The meeting concluded with thanks by the Director applauding the efforts of alumni for initiating
“Aapsme”
Thus born Aapsme Bangalore on 17-06-2012 at Hotel Cordial, Anandrao circle Bangalore.
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